Abstract: Early Western ethnographers who conducted field research in North Borneo (Sabah, Malaysia) in the late nineteenth century were attracted to the komburongo (Acorus calamus or sweet flag) because of the spiritual role it played in the folk beliefs of the Dusunic speaking peoples. Although there have been brief discussions on the komburongo, in-depth studies are still lacking. This article is based on the data collected and conclusions made by interviewing informants as well as the material obtained from direct field observations. The primary aim is to focus on the various spiritual functions and roles played by the komburongo in the lives of the Dusunic peoples then and now. This study finds that the komburongo fulfils several important roles, both in their ritual ceremonies and spiritual healings. The komburongo is believed to be a form of a benevolent spirit which functions as the spiritual helper in various rituals. Its rhizomes are used as a ritual instrument, also called the komburongo, which serves as the medium connecting the ritual practitioner to the invisible spirits from the nether world. Komburongo leaves are also used as amulets to protect the users from evil spirits. These myriad beliefs in the komburongo have been rooted and embedded in the Dusuns’ ancestral traditions and practices since time immemorial. Nevertheless, these beliefs have become less dominant ever since the Dusunic ethnic groups became Christians or Muslims.
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Komburongo or komboungo⁴ (commonly known as sweet flag in English) is a precious plant for the Dusunic⁵ ethnic groups residing in Sabah, Malaysia. Evans
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Komburongo or komboungo¹ (commonly known as sweet flag in English) is a precious plant for the Dusunic² ethnic groups residing in Sabah, Malaysia. Evans
(1953: 60) reported in his study that the *komburongo* was in fact a cultivated and not a native plant found growing wildly in North Borneo (former name for Sabah, Malaysia). During our field research in several districts in Sabah from 2013 to 2015, we found that many Dusun villagers in places like Pitas, Membakut, Kuala Penyu, and Ranau (Fig. 1) still planted the *komburongo* around the swamplands near their houses.

In his book, *The Religion of the Tempasuk Dusuns of North Borneo* (1953), Evans described the *komburongo*’s role in the Dusuns’ traditional religious ceremonies. His brief account formed an important source about the spiritual role of the *komburongo* in the lives of the Dusuns in the 1940s. In Sabah, the rhizomes of the *komburongo* plant have also been used by some members of Kadazan and Dusun ethnic groups as traditional medicine to cure stomach aches and fevers (Tongkul 2002: 32).

In their belief system, the *komburongo* is a type of spiritual helper who has the power to aid the *bobolian* (ritual specialist) to resolve spiritual problems or disturbances that occur in people’s daily lives. Dusun ritual specialists, known variously as *bobolian*, *bohohisan*, *tantagas* or *bobolizan*, depending on the different Kadazan and Dusun subgroups, are almost always women, although there

---

*Figure 1*. Komburongo (next to the keladi – *Colocasia esculenta*) planted by the villagers around their houses in the District of Ranau. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.
are also male ritual specialists. The roles of male and female ritual specialists differ (Low & Marshall 2013: 20). As reported by Evans (1953: 42), and based on our own research, nearly all the major Dusun religious rites are performed by the female priestesses, known as bobolians. Among the Kimaragang Dusun, for example, both women and men can be bobolians although the spiritual powers and knowledge of the rinait (ritual poem) of the former are better and stronger than those of the latter (Low & Pugh-Kitingan 2015: 407). Women bobolians perform complex ritual ceremonies related to paddy-planting, healing, and the banishment of evil spirits. Rituals performed not by female but by male bobolians include performing rites when opening a new piece of land for rice-planting or pacifying the spirits when cases of incest have occurred. Male bobolians would also assist in other smaller unspecified ceremonies (Low & Pugh-Kitingan 2015: 407).

The spiritual roles of Acorus calamus are also found rooted in many cultures both in the West and in the East. One of the earliest records of the sweet flag is the calamus in the Bible. It was first mentioned when God told Moses to make holy oil to anoint the tabernacle, the ark of testimony, and other ritual paraphernalia (Exodus 30:23, 24, 34). Calamus was also one of the plants said to have grown in the gardens of Solomon (Solomon 4:14) (quoted by Hashmat et al. 2013: 289). Among the North American indigenous peoples, the calamus served as a powerful shamanic libation, a panacea, health tonic and detoxifier, and a talisman against evil. Indeed, this plant is saturated with spiritual magic and universal connectivity (Ratsch 1998: 41). Many cultures throughout the world believe that rhizomes of the sweet flag contain potent powers that ward off evil. According to Morgan (1980), countless North American tribes hung calamus rhizomes in their homes and sewed it into children’s clothing; the belief was that the plant would ward off nightmares and cause evil to pass by homes and families. In ancient China, the calamus was evidently used in shamanism, and is one of the country’s oldest, most revered plants. Bundles of calamus rhizomes tied together with Artemisia vulgaris (mugwort) are still hung over doorways to protect against evil spirits, and used as talismans during the dragon boat festival (Motley 1994). All this serves to highlight the various important functions universally played by the Acorus calamus.

Amongst the Dusunic peoples, although Acorus calamus known as the komburongo continues to play an important role in traditional and spiritual functions, specific research has yet to be conducted. Evans’ (1953) early ethno-}
referred to the rhizomes of the *komburongo*, which were used to cure sicknesses like stomach aches and fevers, without delving into the spiritual functions associated with this plant. Hanafi (2003) only mentioned the role of the *komburongo* as a ritual instrument of the Kadazan ethnic group in Penampang. His study focuses on the roles of the *bobolian* (ritual specialist) of that area. All the above proves that, until our current research and fieldwork, a specific study on the spiritual aspects of the *komburongo* was very much lacking.

Field research to gather information regarding the spiritual significance of the *komburongo* was conducted from October 2013 until August 2015 in the districts of Kota Marudu, Ranau, Tuaran, Kota Belud, Kudat, and Kuala Penyu, where a majority of the people are from the Dusunic group. This research hopes to fill in the gaps of the earlier studies carried out by Evans (1953), Hurlbut (1986), Tongkul (2002), and Hanafi (2003). Data gathered from these Dusunic informants are closely tied to beliefs in spiritual beings and the use of the *komburongo* in spiritual healings. This ethnographic research on the *komburongo*, in all its myriad functions and roles, is done within the trajectory of the worldview of these Dusunic peoples.

**KOMBURONGO AND THE WORLDVIEWS OF THE DUSUNIC PEOPLES**

According to Hanafi (2003: 28), the Kadazan ethnic group in the Penampang District of Sabah believed that the *komburongo* came into being because the Kinoringan, their Creator, wanted to make sure that their ritual specialists would always succeed in conducting their ritual ceremonies. Based on this orally transmitted myth, the *komburongo* is believed to be sacred and has invisible powers to help ensure that mankind would not be threatened by evil spirits, the *rogon*.

This has a close affinity with the Dusunic ethnic people who believed that the etheric self of the empirical world of human beings would be the invisible, spiritual world of the good and bad spirits. Evans (1953), Williams (1965), Hurlbut (1986), Porodong (2001), Mat Zin (2003), Phelan (2005), Hanafi (2007), and other researchers have reported that the Dusunic group comprised of the Rungus, Kimaragang, Dusun, Kadazan, and many others, all believed in the existence of evil and good spirits of the nether realm.5

According to Mat Zin (2003: 23), before the natives of Sabah embraced Christianity and Islam, belief in supernatural beings as well as in good and evil spirits had played a very important role in all aspects of their lives. In the belief system of the Dusunic peoples, there existed a number of spirit categories: among the
Kadazan in the Labuk area (east of Sabah), spirits are classified as: rogon (malevolent spirits that harm people), divato (helping spirits), tombiruvo (souls of the dead), bambarayon (rice spirits), and binorit (race of small people) (Hurlbut 1986: 114). Hurlbut (ibid.: 125) reported that the divatos (helping spirits) are called by ritual specialists to help heal sickness. There are many divatos, and the komburongo is the strongest among them. The Kadazan believe that when a person is sick, his or her soul has been captured by a malevolent spirit. If the divato is successful in getting back the sick person’s soul, the person will recover.

Beliefs in spirits and ritual taboos have greatly influenced the lives of the Dusunic people (Evans 1978 [1922]: 152). Evans’ (ibid.) statement was further supported by Williams’ (1965: 17) findings that personal crises associated with births, sicknesses, deaths, fortunes, misfortunes, hunting, and crop yields were marked by the Dusuns as occasions where it was necessary to deal with these forces by engaging in specific ritual behaviours.

Thus it is crucial to have a harmonious balance between the real world of human beings and the nether world of the spiritual beings, which must never be jeopardized. The Dusunic people believed that improper behaviours like committing incest would disrupt this harmonious balance and incur the wrath of the spiritual beings besides having misfortune befalling on the individual, his or her family members, and even the whole community. This harmonious balancing and co-existence between the spiritual and physical worlds are closely related to the concepts of ahasu (hot) and osogit (cold). To disrupt this balance would cause a heated (ahasu) situation, yielding even more problems as more people would fall ill or they would have a bad harvest (Lasimbang 2002: 2; Hanafi 2008: 176; Pugh-Kitingan & Baptist 2009: 251).

To prevent this, the Dusunic people undertook various rituals so that both the physical and spiritual realms would continue to co-exist harmoniously. Should a situation become ahasu (bad), steps must be undertaken to cool it down, namely to make it osogit so that it could become good again. Only a bobolian who possesses the knowledge to connect these two different physical-spiritual, seen-unseen dimensions would be able to do this. The bobolian would be aided by the divato. This research analyses the forms and spiritual functions of the komburongo in its role as the divato (helper) of the bobolian, and is concerned with these ancestral beliefs seen within the context of the worldview of the Dusunic groups until the present day. This is best exemplified by a recent newspaper report (dated 5 June 2015) about an earthquake in Sabah. It was believed that the mountain spirits among the indigenous Kadazan and Dusun were unhappy and became angry. To show their anger, they caused the earthquake to happen. But even before the real happening, the Daily Express (2015: 2) reported that a highly respected bobohizan from Penampang, Sabah, had
predicted that something bad would happen because of the behaviour of the ten tourists who decided to strip naked at the summit of Mount Kinabalu, which the indigenous peoples of Sabah, especially the Dusunic peoples, deemed to be sacred. As reported in the newspaper, the bobohizan stressed that the actions of the ten tourists had awakened and offended the komburongo spirit (the subject of this study) of Kinabalu. “The Mountain is getting ‘hot’ and to cool it down, sacrifices must be made. It would take a huge sogit (ritual fine), in fact, a bloody sacrifice to appease the angry spirit,” said the bobohizan (ibid.). This incident exemplifies how the Dusunic indigenous people express their concerns and disapprovals of untoward and unbecoming behaviours from outsiders who seem oblivious of their traditional values. Making public their predictions, by using the newspaper media, serves to prove the need to state their innate, traditional values and beliefs whilst publicly chastising unbecoming modern behaviours.

On 21 June 2015, it was again reported on the main page of the same newspaper that traditional Dusun ritual specialists, the bobolians, had conducted the biggest ever animal sacrifice to appease the spirits of Mount Kinabalu. The report stated:

*The ritual began at 8.30 am. It saw Pangkau (the ritual specialist) lead six other bobolians to the location where they were going to conduct the monogit ritual. In the monogit ritual, they requested permission from the spirits that dwell in the area to conduct the mogondi (communicating with the guardians of the mountain). It took only a few minutes of chanting before one of the bobolians started to go into trance. At around 10.00 am, Pangkau, carrying a white chicken and her machete, approached the stone [which was] about a few metres away from where she had been sitting. After reciting her rinait (ritual poem), the chicken was slaughtered and its blood sprinkled onto the sacred stone. She then began communicating with the guardians of the mountain.*

*The ritual ended with the offerings of what looked like several types of leaves and the slaughtered chicken, which was left there for the spirits of the mountain to enjoy. Thereafter, seven buffaloes which the guardians had earlier demanded were sacrificed in quick succession, both as an appeasement and to ultimately strengthen the weakened mountain.* (Patrick & George Dol 2015: 1)

These two recent newspaper reports proved that the Dusunic peoples of Sabah continue to believe in the importance of maintaining a harmonious balance between the physical and spiritual realms, and that the komburongo still plays a very important role in their lives.
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KOMBURONGO'S MYRIAD FUNCTIONS

According to our Dusunic informants, there were two types of komburongo plants based on the colour of their rhizomes: the green and the red komburongo. The Dusunic people regarded the green komburongo to be female and the red to be male. Some believed that the power of the red komburongo, which was also more difficult to find, was stronger than that of the green komburongo. In our fieldwork conducted in the districts of Pitas, Kota Marudu, Ranau, and Membakut Kecil, we only found the green komburongo (Fig. 2).

The komburongo plant is used both in traditional medicine for its medicinal properties and in the spiritual healing of the Dusunic ethnic group. The komburongo’s functions are varied for it has many roles: (1) as a type of a spiritual helper because it is believed to have the power and expertise to help the bobolian solve spiritual problems; (2) it is the scared object/instrument which the bobolian

Figure 2. Green komburongo found in the District of Ranau. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.
uses as she conducts her ritual healings; (3) it is a familiar plant used by the Dusunic ethnic groups in their spiritual healings; (4) it functions as a spiritual consultant for the Dusunic group who would ask about their health issues or seek advice about their daily lives; (5) the leaves and roots of the **komburongo** (Fig. 2) are used to heal stomach aches, skin problems, and headaches. This research paper focuses only on the spiritual functions of the **komburongo**.

**KOMBURONGO AS SPIRITUAL HELPER**

The Dusunic ethnic group accepted the conception that the **komburongo** was created by Kinoringan (Creator) to help the **bobolian** to successfully communicate with the spiritual beings during ritual ceremonies. This would enable the **bobolians** to identify and solve the problems affecting members of their community. We also found that **komburongo** refers to three different things: **komburongo** the plant, **komburongo** the helping spirit, and **komburongo** as the ritual instrument. Our Dusun informant from the District of Tuaran told us that before the **komburongo** could be planted, **rinaits**, which are ritual verses, must be recited by the **bobolian** entrusted with the task. Failure to do so would not activate the spiritual powers of the **komburongo**, which on its own, either as the plant or the spirit or the ritual helper, would actually be quite useless, would have no powers, and would remain inactive without the recitations of the sacred **rinaits**. It is the sacred **rinaits**, memorised and recited by the **bobolians**, which have the power to evoke and activate the spiritual powers of the **komburongo** and hence empower it to fulfil its task either as the spiritual helper or the invisible spirits, both malevolent and benevolent.

Found in the swampy areas of Sabah, the **komburongo** is a cultivated marsh plant which does not have any spiritual qualities or connections to other worldly dimensions. It is only after the **komburongo** has been dried and tied with a variety of dried and “magical” elements, over which the **bobolian** has ceremonially recited various **rinaits**, that the **komburongo** would acquire its spirit and special qualities.

Unfortunately, our informants could not provide us with the **rinaits** used to empower the **komburongo** with its spiritual powers. This is understandable because throughout our research, we found a distinct behavioural pattern: informants would just be confessing what they had heard or knew previously or that they simply believed and accepted what they were told. Former **bobolians** could not recite the **rinaits** because the recitation had to be done only under certain conditions, almost always only when they were performing the actual ritual ceremony. These **rinaits** cannot just be simply recited for certain rituals.
must be adhered to. More importantly, for the rinait or the komborungo or the bobolian to be effective, all three must work together, in tandem with one another. The bobolian without the komburongo would be ineffective without the recitation of the rinait. Reciting the rinait alone without the bobolian or the komburongo would be equally ineffective. For the ritual to be successful, all three must function, support and empower one another.

Different informants told us different things about the spiritual powers of the kombrungo leaves: under certain conditions, it was believed that the komburongo leaves actually did have spiritual powers, or that there were those who believed that they should always carry the komburongo leaves with them before going into the jungle, as the leaves would protect them from all sorts of danger. Yet others believed that planting the komburongo plant near their houses would prevent evil spirits from approaching their homes to disturb the inhabitants. This practice is still upheld until today, with some of our informants bringing along the komburongo leaves, in spite of their change in religion and modern practices. Yet others were just telling stories of what was once a normal practice and belief.

During our fieldwork, we also found that the komburongo plants were commonly cultivated by the Dusunic ethnic groups who lived in the districts of Ranau and Membakut Kecil. These people believed that the komburongo if planted around their houses would be capable of protecting the inhabitants from being disturbed or haunted by evil spirits. They believed that the komburongo plant would act as a fence preventing the onslaught of attacks by evil spiritual beings.

Talking to different informants made us realize that basically there were two opposing views vis-a-vis the komburongo: firstly, that it was just an ordinary plant which became empowered with spiritual powers only after the recitation of rinait, after which it was transformed into a potent agent in curing rituals; secondly, the komburongo was actually a sacred plant, embedded with strong spiritual powers, which just needed to be tapped and released. In both cases, it was clear that the Dusunic people were influenced by the fact that the komburongo was a type of spiritual helper or assistant. It did not really matter whether the komburongo got its powers after the recitations of the sacred rinait, or the power was already embedded within its natural plant form. Whatever the case, the final result was still the same: it was a plant with supernatural, spiritual powers, crucial in the performance of the bobolian rituals.

Testimonies of the significance of the komburongo as a spiritual helper were seen in many rituals conducted by the bobolian of the Dusunic ethnic group. Our interviews with the Dusun, Kadazan, Kimaragang, Rungus, and Tobilung ethnic groups revealed that in most of the rituals performed by the bobolian
for healing or harvesting, festivities, or for the purposes of protecting the environment and warding off evil spirits, the first thing they had to do was to invite the spirit of the *komburongo*. The central force of these rituals was the recitation of the *rinait* by the *bobolian* to first awaken and then to invite the *komburongo* and other spirits in the nether world to participate in the rituals.

Evans in his study (1953: 68) documented a *rinait* which he termed as “the invocation of the *Komburongo* spirits”. This invocation of inviting the *komburongo* spirits to help the ritual specialist preceded the central rites at many ceremonies of the Dusunic people. One of such *rinait* was furnished by Kunsuwoi, one of the most skilled *bobolians* in the Kadamaian village where Evans carried out his fieldwork in the 1940s. According to Kunsuwoi (quoted by Evans 1953: 68), all rites were originally learnt from *Sagatapon* (the name of a fish). The *rinait* goes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rinait</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Supik ku Komburongo</em></td>
<td>I with the <em>Komburongo</em> spirits,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Buruk ku rinokian</em></td>
<td>I scatter rice for the males.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Supik kandaiyong himboh</em></td>
<td>Standing together one above the other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Simbulditonduruhlasukanak-anakkoh</em></td>
<td>Leaping away after my children came</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Anak-anak rumikot</em></td>
<td>My children arrived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kajajai kotikid kointob</em></td>
<td>Each receiving by reckoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kotunong kolohau kapompon</em></td>
<td>Coming together when called</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Momboh-homboh kasungkad kohunan</em></td>
<td>Going here and there, and together planting a staff, charm[ed] with soot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pandai boros podolot</em></td>
<td>Clever at talking all sorts of things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pononowali do walai</em></td>
<td>Occupying deserted houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pononolikud lambagan manganak</em></td>
<td>Putting behind them constantly – used paths of the children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lambagan do rumiburut</em></td>
<td>Then constantly – used paths of the wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Olonsih tanak minorun</em></td>
<td>The smell of the earth moulded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Oinduk tolotud podsupsuan apandai</em></td>
<td>Going upwards to see the rolling land of clever smiths’ work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Aling bulawan nosumpong poiradan</em></td>
<td>Where damaged gold is remade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Koposion do tinan</em></td>
<td>A livelihood for the body</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Evans 1953: 64–65)

Shimomoto (1979) in his study on the myths of the Rungus ethnic group had also recorded and transcribed a *rinait* known as *Pangalapik*, which he obtained from a Rungus ethnic informant who lived in the District of Kudat. The Rungus ritual specialist, known as a *bobolizan*, would recite the *rinait Pangalapik* during the sacred ritual ceremonies; for instance, after the harvest seasons so as to send the rice spirits believed to live far away out at sea back to their
original abodes. This could be seen from the first part of the rinait Pangalapik as transcribed by Shimomoto (1979: 78):

The first part of the rinait Pangalapik shows how the bobolizan responsible for sending home the rice spirits must first awaken the spirit of the komburongo. According to the Rungus ethnic informants, spirits from the invisible nether worlds were in a sleeping state and had to be awakened before they could participate in the sacred bobolian rituals. The above rinait proves that the komburongo served as the bobohizan’s spirit helper to send the rice spirits to their original abode, far out at sea.

Former bobolians in the District of Ranau concurred that whatever rituals were performed, the following rinait was to be the first to be recited:

---

Informants Hasnah Yukin and Gangku Gombur, 30 June 2014
The recitation of the above rinait proves that the komburongo was the first helping spirit to be invited to participate in the ritual and that without the presence of the komburongo spirit, all rituals would become ineffective.

The Dusun ethnic group in the District of Tuaran shared the same belief of the komburongo, which was regarded as the much sought-after spirit to help them solve their myriad spiritual problems. A former Dusun ethnic bobolian in Tuaran stressed that the following rinait has to be recited before the commencement of the bobolian ritual:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rinait Dusun Tuaran</th>
<th>Approximate translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ongoi ko siti Komburongo.</td>
<td>Come here, oh you, Komburongo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mokitulung oku dot karamaian diti.</td>
<td>I seek your help in this ritual.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of invoking the komburongo spirit was repeated during our Kadazan ethnic Mamanta ritual fieldwork, conducted in the village of Limadang in the District of Membakut on 18 and 19 July 2014. In the opening Mamanta ritual called Manupih, three bobolians were seen carrying a bag filled with a piece of white cloth, yellow rice, and the komburongo leaves. Our informants told us that like other rituals, the bobolian had to invoke the spirit of the komburongo before calling on other spirits to participate in the ritual. The three bobolians used their fingers to twirl the komburongo leaves as they recited the rinait (Fig. 3) in order to awaken the komburongo spirit and gather other surrounding spirits to participate in the Mamanta ritual.

Amongst the Dusun Ranau, Dusun Tuaran, Rungus, and Kadazan ethnic groups, the importance and effectiveness of the komburongo as a helping spirit has been generally acknowledged and accepted throughout generations.

THE ROLE OF THE KOMBURONGO IN RITUAL CEREMONIES

Dusun ethnic groups used the dried komburongo root as a ritual instrument, which they also called komburongo. Various rare objects believed to have invisible, spiritual powers were hung onto the dried komburongo rhizome. According to several informants, the bobolian, responsible for creating this ritual implement, would know which items were suitable to be hung and attached to the dried komburongo rhizome so as to enhance its power and effectiveness. The bobolian would then conduct the ceremony of reciting the sacred rinait to enable the spirits to come and inhabit in the ritual instrument which would be used to aid those who have sought their help.

Figure 4 shows the komburongo decorated with animal teeth, sea shells, a wooden comb, a small glass bottle, a small bell, and other paraphernalia, all
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Figure 3. Three ritual specialists holding the komburongo leaves as they recite the rinait in a Mamanta ritual. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.

Figure 4. The komburongo ritual instrument decorated with what the ritual specialist considers to be magical items. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.
of which were believed to enhance the *komburongo’s* spiritual powers. Other informants believed that only the *komburongo* had spiritual powers, but the other paraphernalia were merely decorative items. A *komburongo* ritual instrument without decorative items was found in the District of Membakut Kecil (see Fig. 5). With or without decorations, the *komburongo* as a ritual instrument has to undergo the process of having the *bobolian* recite the sacred *rinaits*. Without this ritual, the spirits would not come to empower the *komburongo*.

All the informants in this research (see the appendix) admitted that prior to converting to Christianity or Islam in the late nineteenth century, they depended on the help of the *komburongo* for many spiritual-related matters in their daily lives. They would consult the *bobolian* who had the help of the *komburongo* spirit to find out about health-related issues: when they got sick or were disturbed by evil spirits, or when they wanted to undertake a long journey and travel to faraway places or when they wanted to open new areas for planting rice. In these matters, the *bobolian* would consult the *komburongo* spirit to find cures, get advice or solutions to their numerous problems.

*Figure 5. An informant showing an undecorated, knife-shaped komburongo. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.*
According to a Dusun informant from Ranau, who had watched the negotiating process with the *komburongo*, the *bobolian* would place her index finger on her palm and would ask questions related to the causes of the sickness. As soon as a question had been asked, if the *bobolian*’s index finger moved in a straight manner, it meant that the answer was yes. But if the *bobolian*’s index finger got entangled halfway, or it moved to one side, the answer was no or meant that whatever it was, it could not be done or helped. The negotiating process with the *komburongo* was dependent on the *bobolian*’s expertise and the way she would be asking the questions related to the sickness, the possible cures, and other health-related issues (Fig. 6).

The following discussion was based on the observations of a *komburongo* healing ritual conducted by Tialum binti Siwoi (practitioner and informant), which she had learnt from another *bobolian* many years ago. This fieldwork was done in Kampung Limadang, Membakut, on 18 July 2014. The *bobolian* used a wooden knife-shaped *komburongo* ritual instrument (Fig. 7). Tialum revealed...
Figure 7. The dried komburongo placed at the end of a piece of wood. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.

Figure 8. The bobolian places the komburongo near her mouth as she recites some ritual words. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.
that there was no hidden symbolic meaning to the knife-shaped piece of wood. It was merely a receptacle for her to place her fingers at the edge of the wooden piece, during the questioning session with the *komburongo*, which had been sanctified with the *bobolian* reciting the *rinait*. Those who wanted to ask the *komburongo* regarding their health, sickness or other spiritual problems had to hang RM1\(^8\) at the end of the *komburongo* as a token payment for the *bobolian*. Tialum had to be told the name of the sick person and the type of sickness, be it physical or spiritual. After getting the information, Tialum recited some verses (Fig. 8), and then immediately placed her finger on the wooden board. A question and answer session with the *komburongo* followed so as to determine how to solve the problems. This was indicated through the movements of the index finger which was initially placed close to the thumb, but as the session progressed, it would slowly move closer towards the *komburongo* (Fig. 9). If her finger moved right up to the edge of the wood, the answer was yes. If the finger was unable to completely move upwards to the edge of the wood, the answer was negative.

*Figure 9. The bobolian’s finger moving to the edge of the wood means that the answer is positive. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.*
This ritual was a simplified version as the *bobolian* did not recite any *rinaits* or conduct any long rituals over the *komburongo*. After a few sessions of questioning and answering from the participants and Tialum, we concluded that it was important that the *komburongo* practitioner, like Tialum herself, be an experienced person well versed in various physical sicknesses. The *bobolian*’s effectiveness was greatly dependent on her ability to communicate and get the answers from her helping spirit, the *komburongo*, whose responses, in turn, depended on how the former worded the questions. We also concluded that it was a very interdependent symbiotic relationship for a wrongly worded question to result in an inaccurate response and a wrong or ineffective cure.

**KOMBURONGO AS PROTECTOR**

In the belief system of the Kimaragang ethnic group in the northern part of Sabah, when someone was disturbed by the *barau*, an evil spirit, the most effective way of safeguarding the person was by burning the leaves of the dried *komburongo*. Smoke from the burning *komburongo* leaves would scare away the *barau*. The Kimaragang ethnic group believed that the *barau* could metamorphose into an animal or bird, as testified by several of our Kimaragang informants. If someone were to confront a *barau* in the shape of an owl, the apparition would emit a frightening sound. The weak-hearted might even faint. Should this happen, the *barau* would further attack and cause harm to the person. It was because of this that the Kimaragang ethnic hunters and jungle gatherers would always have matches and dried *komburongo* leaves with them whenever they entered the jungle.

The belief that the *barau* was afraid of the dried *komburongo* was related to the ancient belief of the Kimaragang ethnic people. According to an informant, Mojudin Gambus, a Kimaragang hunter, went to hunt in the jungle. As he was lying in wait to hunt the animals, he suddenly heard people conversing from afar. The hunter walked towards where he heard the conversation and when he came near to the place, he hid behind the trees and thick foliage. It was then that he discovered that the place was overgrown with *komburongo* plants and that a group of *baraus* were discussing about the *komburongo* from afar. An old *barau* was telling his friends not to go near the *komburongo* plant because it was forbidden by their ancestors. Likewise smoke from the dried *komburongo* leaves would endanger them. When all the *baraus* had left, the hunter approached the area that had an abundance of the *komburongo* plant. He quickly uprooted a *komburongo* plant to take home so that he could plant it near his house. When he arrived in his village, he told everybody about the
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correspondence he had heard amongst the group of barau spirits. From then on the villagers knew how to combat threats and dangers coming from the baraus. It would also prevent them from getting lost in the jungle.

Hurlbut (1986: 129) reported that when a Kadazan died in the Labuk area, the komburongo was used as an amulet to prevent a living person’s soul from following the soul of the deceased. The amulet, made from a piece of cloth, had a dried komburongo root wrapped inside; it was then tied around the wrist of the person. The data collected during our field research proved that many other Dusunic peoples also used the komburongo as an amulet.

The Kimaragang ethnic group also believed that when children were crying non-stop, most probably they were disturbed by the evil spirit, the barau. The Kimaragang believed that children, but not the adults, could see the presence of the barau. To resolve this problem, a small piece of root from the komburongo plant was cut and then wrapped in a piece of cloth. It would then be tied to the child’s wrist as an amulet. Several Dusunic informants from other areas also believed in this practice and they, too, used this method to stop children from crying incessantly.

The Kadazan ethnic group residing in the District of Membakut cut the dried komburongo root into small pieces, pierced them, and then strung together to form a necklace. They too believed that this komburongo necklace would prevent evil spirits from disturbing children. Their children would wear these necklaces as a preventive measure to safeguard them against the evil spirits.

Several Dusunic ethnic informants told us that the komburongo plants were planted around their homes to prevent evil spirits from coming and disturbing them. During our fieldwork in the village of Lamadang in Membakut, we found that several Kadazan ethnic villagers planted the komburongo at the back of their houses (Fig. 10) as a safety precaution. More importantly, they would always have easy access to the komburongo, whenever they needed it.

Other Kadazans from Membakut said that the komburongo leaves could be folded into small circles or crumpled into small balls (Fig. 11) and mixed with cold or warm bath water to be used when bathing. The same informant told us that bathing in the water with komburongo leaves in it would dispel winds from the body. This was further corroborated by a Dusun informant from Ranau, who said that bathing in the water with komburongo leaves in it would cure itchy skin problems, make the person healthy, and generally ensure the wellbeing of the person, including preventing the onslaught of spiritual problems.

Yet other informants told us that when they were very young, komburongo leaves were placed underneath their pillows to prevent evil spirits from coming to disturb them when they were asleep, as it was then that they were most susceptible to attacks and disturbances. Some Dusunic ethnic groups believed
Figure 10. Komburongo at the back of a Kadazan ethnic house in the District of Membakut. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.

Figure 11. An informant showing how to fold the komburongo leaves before putting them in the bathwater. Photograph by Low Kok On 2014.
that before they attended any festivities or large gatherings, they always had to carry with them komburongo leaves or an amulet in their shirt or trouser pocket, so as to prevent people who were envious of them from doing them harm. They would also carry the komburongo leaves when they had to travel in the middle of the night, so as to prevent attacks from evil spirits.

During our second fieldwork session we were told that Dusunic ethnic primary and secondary school children would take the komburongo leaves with them when they went camping, for they believed that evil spirits would not disturb them in their camping grounds, a terrain which was unfamiliar to them.

THE SPIRITUAL FUNCTIONS OF THE KOMBURONGO: THEN AND NOW

When Evans undertook his ethnographic study in North Borneo in the late 1940s and early 1950s, he found that the komburongo was greatly used in the religious affairs of the people. In fact, for ceremonial and religious purposes the rhizomes of the komburongo cannot be simply and casually gathered in just any ordinary way, or at any ordinary time. The rhizomes could only be taken during a religious ceremony of the first rank, involving the sacrifice of a pig (Evans 1953: 61). When this research was conducted in 2014, we found that our Dusun informants, in various villages, used these plants for various purposes and not only in ritual ceremonies. Dried komburongo rhizomes were made into bracelets to serve as amulets to protect them from being harmed and disturbed by evil spirits. When a baby cries non-stop at night, the komburongo is used to ward off the invisible spiritual beings disturbing the child. Young Dusunic students also believe in the efficacy of these leaves. As such they take the komburongo leaves with them to their camping sites so that they will not be harmed and disturbed by the evil spirits. It is obvious that even now belief in the spiritual qualities of the komburongo remains intact among some of the Dusuns although its primary importance and main function in religious ceremonies as earlier reported by Evans (1953) have changed.

Evans’ (ibid.: 61–62) report of his fieldwork detailed the complicated process of collecting the komburongo plants from their growing sites to be used in various ritual ceremonies among the Dusuns of the Kadamaian area of North Borneo:

I was lucky enough to see komburongo dug during a very complicated Magambawon ceremony at Bengkahak village, about four or five miles from Kadamaian. Subsequently, I saw a party of women at Piasau (another nearby village) on their way to take komburongo, while a Magambawo ceremony was in progress at that village.
At Bengkakak, there were three women, accompanied by a man carrying a sword and a round wooden shield went to the marshy streamlet where the komburongo grew. The man made some passes with his sword, before the women started grubbing up the rhizomes. This was done to drive away those unwanted spirits.

When the party with the komburongo was approaching the house on its return journey, a sortie was made by some of its male inhabitants, all armed with weapons, and a very brief sham fight took place, with the woman’s defender participated. The fight developed into a sort of war dance, after which the attacking party escorted the komburongo to the house, where it was placed on the altar, before being shared among the women who required it. The ‘fight’ is supposed to energize the rhizomes.

Such a complicated ritual process is no longer practised these days. During our field trip we observed how the Kadazan people living in Membakut simply dug up the komburongos which were planted near their houses. They did so directly and simply without any ritual or complicated process whatsoever. This happened in 2014 during the Mamanta ceremony held to please the various spirits along the river by making offerings to them.

In her research among the Dusun, Koepping (2006: 69) noted that there were Christians who retained a deep awareness of and respect for the traditional belief system but felt following it was wrong after they had converted to Christianity or Islam. Low and Pugh-Kitingan (2015: 418) report that many Kimaragang Dusun informants in the Pitas District said that bobolians had become extinct in their villages due to theses conversions and modernizations which resulted in their not practicing these agriculture-related ritual ceremonies. Besides the Kimaragang Dusun, the numbers of bobolians for other Dusun subgroups in Sabah are also gradually declining. Our study of the komburongo in 2014 saw many changes, especially when the majority of our Dusun informants had converted to either Christianity or Islam, leaving behind their animistic and pagan beliefs.

At the time of our field research (2013–2015), about 80% of the Dusunic ethnic group had become Christians and another 10% had reverted to Islam. Nevertheless, it has to be stressed that conversion to Christianity or Islam has not totally eradicated the traditional Dusuns’ worldview, for belief in spirits still impacts their lives which continue to be sustained by tradition, ceremonies, and offerings.

The current situation seems to be a whirlpool of interdependent factors affecting the practitioner, practice, and the “believer”. The gradual demise of the bobolians has consequently led to the gradual reduction of ritual ceremo-
nies, which in turn has also impacted the roles and functions played by the *komburongo*.

The dialectics of modernity, tradition, religion, and ritual practices will continue to be openly played amongst practitioners who still believe in their ritual practices but must circumvent religious beliefs, and amongst those who feel that they must cease to engage in these rituals completely. There are also those in the community who believe that whilst their religion forbids them to engage in these ritual or spiritual practices, they are somehow duty-bound to preserve these rituals as manifestations of their culture and tradition. Under these circumstances, even as the *bobolians’* very existence seems to be precarious, the *komburongo* will continue to exist in its various manifestations, albeit in different permutations.

**CONCLUSION**

On the whole, this paper has highlighted that the *komburongo* played a very important spiritual role in the lives of the Dusunic ethnic people either as the helping spirit, ritual instrument or an amulet. The spiritual functions of the *komburongo* were closely linked to their ancestral beliefs and worldviews. These beliefs were stronger before the Dusunic people embraced Christianity or Islam, for they believed that the *komburongo* as a helping spirit was created by the Kinoringan (their Creator) to help them whenever they were in difficulty and were encountering problems. As a ritual instrument, the *komburongo* was used in paddy-planting activities, festivals, and spiritual healings. *Komburongo* rhizomes and leaves were often used as amulets by different Dusunic ethnic groups to safeguard them from dangers which they believed came from evil spirits.

When the majority of our Dusun informants have converted to either Christianity or Islam, leaving behind their traditional beliefs, changes in the spiritual functions of the *komburongo* are found inevitable. Nevertheless, it has to be stressed that these animistic beliefs are still practised. Conversion to Christianity or Islam has not totally eradicated the traditional Dusuns’ worldview, for believing in spirits continues to impact their lives sustained by tradition, ceremonies, and offerings. Changes in their religion have not resulted in a radical shift, nor have they altered their worldviews.

The dialectics of modernity, tradition, religion, and ritual practices will continue to be openly played amongst practitioners who still believe in their ritual practices but must circumvent religious beliefs, and amongst those who feel that they must cease to engage in these rituals completely. There are also
those amongst the community who believe that whilst their religion forbids them to engage in these ritual/spiritual practices, they are somehow duty-bound to preserve these rituals as manifestations of their culture and tradition. Under these circumstances the *komburongo* will continue to exist in its various manifestations even as the *bobolians*’ very existence continues to be precarious.

APPENDIX

List of Informants

Note: The following informants were interviewed between October 2013 and August 2015. Several Rungus and Dusun informants did not want their names to be revealed, thus only their initials are used (see 6–10). All informants who were interviewed belonged to the Dusunic ethnic group except for Jasman Bandar. He is a Bajau, but since early years he had been brought up amongst the Kimaragang ethnic group in the District of Kota Marudu.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Informant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mojudin bin Gambus</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Kimaragang</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Kota Marudu</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Jonan bin Gaul</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Kimaragang</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Kota Marudu</td>
<td>Native chief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Pangayan</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Kimaragang</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Kota Marudu</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Gangku binti Gombor</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ranau</td>
<td>Housewife / former <em>bobolian</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Hasnah binti Yukin</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ranau</td>
<td>Housewife / former <em>bobolian</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>MBK</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ranau</td>
<td>Maid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>BBK</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ranau</td>
<td>Former teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>BBA</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Ranau</td>
<td>Technician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>ITM</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ranau</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Ranau</td>
<td>Village head</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Munchi binti Dapit</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Dusun</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Tuaran</td>
<td>Farmer / former bobolian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Tialum binti Siwoi</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Kadazan</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Membakut</td>
<td>Komboungo practitioner / spiritual consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Abraham bin Henry</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Kadazan</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Membakut</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Adong binti Otim</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Kadazan</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Membakut</td>
<td>Trader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Olat bin Aluan</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Kadazan</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Membakut</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Perim bin Junah</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Kadazan</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Membakut</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Picony Pitin</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Kadazan</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Membakut</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ungut binti Tawi</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Kadazan</td>
<td>Wanita</td>
<td>Membakut</td>
<td>Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Raymond bin Majumah</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Rungus</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Kudat</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Jasman bin Bandar</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Bajau</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Kota Marudu</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES

1 *Komburongo* is the term used by the Dusun, Kimaragang, and Rungus ethnic groups, whereas the Kadazans in Membakut refer to it as the *komboungo*.

2 This term refers to the ethnic communities in Sabah, Malaysia, who speak the Dusunic languages. The 1970 Population Census of Sabah categorised them as Dusun, Costal Kadazan, Kimaragang, Eastern/Labuk Kadazan, Lotud, Kuijau, Tatana, Tanggara, Bisaya, Rungus, and Dumpas (Lasimbang 1996: 179). The Dusunic informants of this study are the Dusun, Kadazan, Kimaragang, and Rungus.

3 *Acorus calamus* is popular not only amongst the Dusunic peoples but also among other races and ethnic groups in Malaysia who use them as medicinal plants. Muhamad and Mustafa (1994: 147) reported that traditionally, the Malays in Malaysia used *Acorus calamus*, locally known as *jerangau*, for treating rheumatism, fever, and lumbago. Zainon (2010: 8), on the other hand, states that *jerangau* cream is used externally for treating fever, skin disease, lumbago, sore eyes, and malaria. The plant is also consumed to heal coughing and sore throats. Besides the Malays, the Orang Asli (aboriginal people) of Malaysia have also used *Acorus calamus* to cure various
ailments for generations (Katalog Pameran 2010: 8). From our random conversations with several elderly Bajau (the third largest ethnic group in Sabah), we found that the dried pulverised jerangau leaves were used to treat itchy skin. The Bajau would apply the dried jerangau powder made from the roots of Acorus calamus to their foreheads when they feel dizzy. The above testifies to the fact that for generations Acorus calamus has been one of the many popular medicinal plants among the various races and ethnic groups in Malaysia. Since the emphasis has been completely on the medicinal aspects of Acorus calamus, little is known about its religious and spiritual functions among the Malay, the Orang Asli, the Bajau of Malaysia or the Dusunic peoples of Malaysia.

Different Dusunic groups have their own terms for their ritual specialists. The Dusun and Kimaragang informants interviewed within this study called their ritual specialists bobolian, the Kadazan informants called them bobohizan, and the Rungus ones called them bobolizan. In terms of the practices of spiritual or traditional healing, the roles of a bobolian, bobohizan or bobolizan are similar to that of a shaman (see Kharitonova 2015). Like a shaman, a bobolian, bobohizan or bobolizan is believed to have the knowledge to communicate and negotiate with good and bad spirits in the nether world, especially during the spiritual healing ceremonies of the Dusunic people.

Beliefs in good and bad spirits and the harmonious relationship between them are traditionally common among the various cultures across the world. For example, Oak (2010: 97), who studied shamanism in early modern Korea, stated that according to the Korean traditional shamanistic worldview, diseases and disasters were caused by a breakdown in the cosmological harmony between spirits, human beings, and nature. A female mediator, a mudang, would perform kut ceremonies to repel disasters and call for blessings. Tatiana Panina (2011: 147), who studied the healing charms among the Udmurts, stated that the latter thought illnesses and unhealthy conditions were caused by supernatural beings – representatives of “the other world”. The spirit of illness, considered to be one of these beings, breaks into this world, thereby shattering the order and stability of the objective reality. To re-establish the disturbed harmony, it is necessary to return the spirit to the beyond.

Based on the information gathered during our field trip in the District of Membakut Kecil on 18–19 July 2014, the Mamanta ritual was performed by the Kadazan ethnic people as an annual ritual to serve all sorts of spirits believed to be everywhere, in the rivers and seas, so that their homes would be safe and secure. When they were interviewed, several Kadazan informants in Membakut said that these rituals were effective in protecting what they had planted, for example, rice from being attacked by evil spirits and from being destroyed by natural disasters.

The fieldwork and direct observation was made in the house of Tialum binti Siwoi, a renowned and respected komboungo practitioner, on 18 July 2014. Tialum informed us that she had studied the different ways of using the komboungo in healing and spiritual rituals from a bobolian in Keningau. Also, Tialum’s husband told us that people from faraway places had come to their house to consult with his wife about their personal problems and diseases.

Banknote of the lowest value of Malaysian Ringgit; RM3.50=$1.00 at the date of the interview.
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